ProAuto

Under pressure to meet reporting deadlines?

Implement ProAuto to automate your contract management and costing processes

Why ProAuto?
Business critical data increasingly needs to contain greater granularity and, along with the requirement for more frequent and complex costing and contracting information, greater pressure is placed on workforce resources. ProAuto enables those resources to be diverted to tasks that add greater value to the understanding of your financial position and the possibilities for transformation of services.

Automate
ProAuto automates processing within SLAM and CostMaster solutions. Repetitive tasks such as importing data and calculating a model can be set up within one job that removes the requirement for manual update.

Transform
Convert complex or non-standard datasets into import packages, using formulae wizards, lookups and aggregation techniques. The user-friendly interface allows configuration and control by users of all skill levels, eliminating the need for any technical or SQL skills.

Schedule
Processing of your month end databases can be scheduled to run overnight allowing for more timely access to data for analysis and reporting purposes.

Collaborate
Allow contract and costing teams to work with the same datasets to one schedule, quickly producing service line reports as frequently as required using ‘one source of the truth’ philosophy.

Benefits
• Release staff to perform greater value added tasks
• More timely and accurate information for decision support
• Facilitates improvements in data quality and accuracy
• Expands reporting capabilities
• Reduces risk of error by improving business processes
• Enables information to be updated more frequently with no additional resource cost
• Highly scalable, allowing full or partial automation to be implemented at a time scale to suit
• Reassurance of how data is being amended at every stage of the costing\contracting processes.

For further information please contact your Account Manager on 03333 214 914 or email healthandcare@civica.co.uk

5 days a month saved by process efficiency
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